In its Guide to Free Speech on Campus FIRE writes:
Unfortunately, ironically, and sadly, America's colleges and universities are all too often dedicated more to censorship and indoctrination than to freedom and individual self-government. In order to protect "diversity" and to ensure "tolerance," university officials proclaim, views deemed hostile or offensive to some students and some persuasions (and, indeed, some administrators) are properly subjected to censorship under campus codes.
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We have long assumed that universities are the institutions that are most responsible for advancing our freedom of thought and discourse through the work of independent scholars and the teaching of each generation of students. But for several decades, universities and other educational institutions have increasingly set up rules aimed at protecting individuals and groups from criticism that those newly empowered individuals and groups consider insensitive, offensive, harassing, intolerant and disrespectful, or critical of their core belief systems. Even though it has been claimed that disadvantaged interest groups have a right to use one-sided tactics of intolerance against those they consider to be responsible for their misfortunes, in a democracy this is a fundamentally wrong policy that ultimately tears apart the social fabric.
The speech suppression and intimidation movement goes far beyond university campuses, although since those institutions are the vehicles by which we educate our leaders and policy makers it is fair to assert that such intellectual paragons generate substantial influence over what is considered appropriate and desirable. The problem penetrates considerably deeper into our overall society than simply being prevalent in the behavior of our educational institutions and university teachers, the significant majority of which are drawn from a pool of people with similar beliefs and allegiances. It operates on the levels of our basic social order because the powerful public and private institutions that dominate our culture want obedience far more than challenge, criticism and dissonance. 3 Honesty requires the admission that we want "mules" much more than serious critics engaged in exposing the "Naked Emperor".
"They Simply Wanted Me to be Silenced!"
Ayaan Hirsi Ali, born in Somalia and raised in the Muslim faith is a global leader in objecting to such things as the subjugation of women and genital mutilation of young girls.
She recently found herself disinvited from speaking at Brandeis University due to her criticisms of Islam. In a similarly repressive incident faculty and student objections related to her participation in the Bush administration resulted in Condoleeza Rice withdrawing as a commencement speaker at Rutgers. Hirsi Ali commented on Brandeis's action, "they simply wanted me to be silenced" in in describing her sense of the motivations of Brandeis officials.
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It is interesting to note that Hirsi Ali is the subject of a death fatwa for criticisms she made while living in the Netherlands and as a member of the Dutch Parliament. 3 A brilliant work on how this theme was authored by French philosopher Jacques Ellul in his The Technological Society and analysis of how the large institutions are technique and use technique to control how and why we act. 4 http://time.com/56111/ayaan-hirsi-ali-they-simply-wanted-me-to-be-silenced/.
5 For more on Hirsi Ali's odyssey, see "Ayaan Hirsi Ali: Why are Muslims so 'Hypersensitive'? http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/may/08/ayaan-hirsi-ali-interview. 6 One report on this development states: "An Egyptian-born imam who in 2007 said that Somali-born activist Ayaan Hirsi Ali should receive the death penalty for her criticism of Islam is now a Department of Justice contractor hired to teach classes to Muslims who are in federal prison. According to federal spending records, Fouad ElBayly, the imam at Islamic Center of Johnstown in Pennsylvania, was contracted by the DOJ's Bureau of Prisons beginning last year to teach the classes to Muslim inmates at Cumberland Federal Correctional Institution in Cumberland,
The fact that modern-day Brandeis officials, faculty and students acted in this way must have Justice Louis D. Brandeis, a strong advocate of free speech, turning over in his grave.
It is reasonable to ask why Justice Brandeis, the first Jewish member of the Supreme Court and the spiritual force behind the creation of Brandeis University, felt so strongly about the importance of free speech. We can begin with his belief that as an ideal, free speech provides benefits that facilitate an individual's development and participation in democratic society. The social benefits of informed discourse are largely indirect, i.e., that a society comprised of "developed" humans is a qualitatively richer society than a society with a bunch of ignorant and unthinking "dummies".
This advances the idea represented by Aristotle's idea of eudaimonia, or human flourishing, where a primary function of the State was to create the conditions conducive to the goal of the maximum qualitative development of individual humans. The understanding was that a community of the most progressive individuals who were seeking to attain their highest potential as humans would create the best community. Those who won our independence believed that the final end of the State was to make men free to develop their faculties; and that in its government the deliberative forces should prevail over the arbitrary. They valued liberty both as an end and as a means. They believed liberty to be the secret of happiness and courage to be the secret of liberty. They believed that freedom to think as you will and to speak as you think are means indispensable to the discovery and spread of Md." http://dailycaller.com/2015/03/03/imam-who-said-ayaana-hirsi-ali-deserved-death-penalty-was-hired-by-dojto-teach-muslim-classes-to-federal-prisoners/#ixzz3nzgyxBg1. 7 See, Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, c. VII, Bk. I for his description of eudaimonia or human flourishing. One scholar sums it up as: "Aristotle teaches that each man's life has a purpose and that the function of one's life is to attain that purpose. He explains that the purpose of life is earthly happiness or flourishing that can be achieved via reason and the acquisition of virtue. Articulating an explicit and clear understanding of the end toward which a person's life aims, Aristotle states that each human being should use his abilities to their fullest potential and should obtain happiness and enjoyment through the exercise of his realized capacities. He contends that human achievements are animated by purpose and autonomy and that people should take pride in being excellent at what they do. According to Aristotle, human beings have a natural desire and capacity to know and understand the truth, to pursue moral excellence, and to instantiate their ideals in the world through action." See, Edward W. Younkins, "Aristotle: Ayn Rand's Acknowledged Teacher," The Autonomist, http://usabig.com/autonomist/articles/aristotle.html. 8/24/05. political truth; that without free speech and assembly discussion would be futile…. 8 Justice Brandeis's words compel us to confront the core of our dilemma. How on earth can the ideal voiced by Justice Brandeis be harmonized with the intolerant bigotry of a university bearing his name as it succumbs to ideological pressure and cancels its invitation to Hirsi Ali? This is particularly so when Hirsi Ali is a major voice attempting to offer insights in relation to one of the most fundamental challenges we now face-that of the clash of radically different belief systems represented by a host of aggressive and violent extremists of the Islamic faith and those who believe deeply in the Western version of the Rule of Law. Nor is it a conflict between religious perspectives as opposed to a different approach to the role of religion in society.
Ours is now, and if we are honest we should admit it always has been to some degree, a culture in which positions are too often taken and held regardless of evidence. Critics of the favored positions are attacked with contempt and propaganda. Consider, for example, the unfortunate episode involving former Harvard President Lawrence Summers' comments on possible differences in scientific ability between men and women. For weeks afterward there were numerous well-organized calls for his firing. But for the responsible critic it is only fair to review the entire presentation before lynching Larry Summers because his presentation was much more balanced than its critics' analyses. Summers subsequently apologized if he offended anyone, even though it is almost impossible to avoid offending someone when attempting to speak about any issue of consequence in what has become a highly contentious society.
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An example of the impossibility of avoiding giving someone real or feigned offense is found in the recent behavior of Clemson University. Its food service department hosted its annual "Maximum Mexican" day in which the food served was oriented to Mexican staples and at We also must ask whether in a country as vast and diverse as Mexico how it is that a very small sample of students who possess Mexican backgrounds could presume to speak for all Mexicans of all the ethnic and cultural backgrounds represented in that nation's population. This does not even begin to touch on the issue of the nature of Mexican culture as it has developed in the US, a culture that inevitably is not the same as Mexican culture in that nation or the various diverse cultural elements found in Mexico. The implied claim that the "outraged" students are entitled to speak for all Mexican culture has to be viewed as bogus and arrogant. This is a serious problem with the numerous instances in which claims of outrage are being made.
I believe that many of the outraged reactions to speakers' phrasing in many areas where "outrage" is voiced are insincere and done primarily or exclusively for purposes of gaining political advantage. This "fake offensiveness"--"OMG I am so hurt and offended"--occurs because it is the ammunition by which interest groups gain political advantage. Yet universities, our supposed hotbeds of free and critical thinking, are co-conspirators in suppressing the intellectual independence and discussions they are supposed to be instilling in their students. The "Fettering of the Collective Spirit"
The Renaissance and the Enlightenment were intended to free us from centuries of darkness and ignorance in ways that allowed the full flourishing of humanity.
Unfortunately it turns out that we are somewhat less as a species than hoped and the management and dissemination of knowledge, they have unfortunately bestowed power on fanatics and ideologues and in doing so opened an electronic "Pandora's Box" full of hate, vitriol and ignorance. A result has been the rapid fragmentation into aggressive actors and indignant cults. This has produced a social and political balkanization dominated by single-interest groups that are intent on achieving narrow agendas. These groups and political activists often operate without any willingness to consider how their interests fit within the essential dimensions of an overall community in which balance is necessary and compromise is not weakness but the "glue" that holds us together. of symbolic and verbal expression aimed at controlling acceptable discourse goes well beyond these instances. The situation is worsening rather than improving.
• "Cowboy Up": At the University of Colorado students have been told not to wear "offensive" Halloween costumes. This includes cowboy and Indian "getups" and (apparently) anything involving a sombrero. Apparently it is OK to burn our flag and the Bible in America but not the Qur'an.
• Leave Mmme. Bardot alone: Brigitte Bardot was charged with crimes by the French government due to a book she published. Bardot's "crime" was based on her criticism of Muslims in France and the suggestion that given the problems France was having with immigrants and the radically different cultures that they might not be the best of her country's recent imports. 20 After authoring a book titled Un Cri dans le Silence (A Cry in the Silence) in which she criticized the Islamization of Europe, Bardot found herself prosecuted by French authorities for her critical remarks, convicted, and fined.
• Homophobia and Sexism: The French cabinet proposed to the legislature a new "gay insult" law that would impose heavy fines and criminal penalties for words that an American would consider tasteless but not consider actionable in terms of being a criminal act. 21 Dominique Perben, the Justice Minister, asserts: "This law puts the fight against homophobia and sexism on the same footing, legally speaking, as the fight against racism and anti-semitism."
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Uttering an anti-gay insult in publicincluding any remark "of a more general nature tending to denigrate homosexuals as a whole" could result in a fine of up to euro 22,500 and six months in jail. 23 • 
It Is Unwise to Grant Repressive Power Over Speech to Special Interests and the "Hyper-Sensitive"
A driving force behind the increased use of law and the growing political power of identity collectives to silence critics is that we are no longer satisfied to look at the boors and bigots, judge them deficient and then go on with our lives. It is not enough for us. We think either that the people who would dare voice something that offends us ought to be made to shut The power of the "anti-hate" and "insensitivity" strategies inherent in the movement to control our language is that accusation of being "phobic" or bigoted or a "hater" or Or the situation may be one where the person unfortunate enough to be accused of having said something offensive, insulting or insensitive may simply be seen as being in the way of the accusers' "rightful" path to power. The adage, "all's fair in love or war" [at least in one direction] applies here and many of the ideologically driven identity groups see the struggles within modern society as a sort of guerrilla war where the end justifies nearly any strategy and tactic that might be required. This is why it is common for offended groups to seek contribution lists that can be used to identify people holding different views they then decide to attack and punish. This is a dismaying example of intolerance on the part of interests that gained a great deal by others' tolerance while demanding not only that their own beliefs and values be tolerated, but respected, which is a very different 32 http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/Speech/pubcollege/faqs.aspx?faq=all.
thing.
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At the same time, the mask of anonymity granted by judicial interpretations of the First Amendment is frequently used by those on each side of a dispute to hide their own identities and avoid potential consequences for their own speech.
The "fighters" on either side who launch such verbal weapons really do not want reasoned dialogue as opposed to "put-downs" and gaining leverage through shaming and threats. It is all about political agendas and dominance of discourse as opposed to an actual "can we talk about this" interaction. Whatever is the case in a theocratic state such as the Ayatollahs' Iran or a dictatorial state such as Vladimir Putin's Russia, I argue that that in a legitimate democratic system people do not have the right to be free from insult. In Snyder v. Phelps (the Westboro Church case) the Supreme Court held that speech uttered on a public sidewalk about a public issue cannot create liability for the tort of emotional distress even if the speech is "outrageous" which nearly any reasonable person would conclude was the case in the specific situation.
At issue in the case was whether the First Amendment protected protests by public protestors at a funeral from being held liable in tort to people who would foreseeably be They are allowed to conceal their identities behind masks of anonymity from behind which they launch vicious attacks bordering on fanaticism and a kind of collective emotional disease. Anyone who disagrees with the agenda is fair game for reputational and career slaughter.
Speech Suppression Through Law
Enacting legal sanctions against what some are likely or even certain to consider insultwhether by statute, judicial interpretation or bureaucratic fiat--kills the discursive spirit of democracy.
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It becomes a situation in which potential speakers become risk averse because they do not want to face the vitriol automatically spewed by groups who feel their 35 See, e.g., Polly Toynbee, "My right to offend a fool: Race and religion are different -which is why Islamophobia is a nonsense and religious hatred must not be outlawed," The Guardian agendas threatened or their moral positions criticized even though such reasoned challenges are considered intrinsic to the democratic process.
Guardian columnist Polly Toynbee captured the consequences of such speech restrictive laws during a time when the UK was considering an "anti-insult" law that was little more than a ban on criticism of religion. The problem is that control of language for political advantage is about dominance by a group or faction seeking to advance a political agenda, not discourse. We see this in carefully designed "framings" such as "freedom of choice" v. "right to life". It arises in terms such as "homophobia", "sexism", "racism", "Islamophobia", and many other carefully chosen phrasings including "Lesbophobia" that I assume means fear of lesbians. After all, if someone is a "phobe" of one sort or another it is intended by the groups creating the label to be a sign of prejudice, irrationality, dark motivations or worse. Being labeled as such is something from which we emotionally recoil. We now live in an historical moment that has so many linguistic taboos that we walk through a verbal "minefield" if we attempt to have honest discussion in any situation of conflicted politicized dispute.
In the context of immigration, for example, there has been a deliberate effort to recast or "reframe" the meaning of law breaking from "illegal" aliens to "undocumented" aliens. The problem is that most of the people in question are undocumented because they committed aggressive pro-immigration movement do it, it is "reframed" to alter its impact and perception. The mantra of the burgeoning immigration legalization movement is now focused on asserting it is only fair and just that the "undocumented" be allowed to "come out of the shadows". This ignores the fact that it was their own illegal actions that placed them in that situation by deliberately entering a country in violation of its laws.
I don't want anyone to think I am singling out Liberal, Progressive or Leftist actors and leaving the Right of Center unscathed. Everyone is engaging in linguistic behavior that can only be described as demagoguery and propaganda. On the Right side of the political equation the ability to "frame" extremely complex situations as matters of "National Security", "War on Terror", the imperatives of the "Market Economy", "Capitalism" or even "Democracy" [in Kuwait, Libya, Syria or Iraq] manipulates and is intended to manipulate our thought processes and judgment.
Dominic Raab, who has an extensive background in the UK's Foreign Office, explains his concern as one where: "any democratic government must be accountable to their citizens, particularly if they impinge on their citizens' freedoms in the necessary pursuit of security.
In recent years, UK surveillance of its citizens has increased exponentially, and the legal basis has sometimes, and now regularly, appeared strained at best. Oversight is frayed and legitimate debate is at risk of being drowned out by frankly untested assertions of national security."
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This use of "frames" to shut down criticism of one's actions occurs to the point that it is difficult to sort out the real and concrete issues from interests that are served by the way in which matters are framed. The result is a flood of propaganda-driven "missile strikes" utilizing words and symbols designed to penetrate us on a deep emotional level while bypassing conscious thought.
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At this point we have devolved to the level of marionettes whose strings are being pulled by verbal puppet masters in a series of political plays. The messages we hear are slogans that act as our "strings" and we dance to the music of snake charmers intent on controlling our hearts and minds to advance their own agendas.
Back to the Responsibilities of Universities
In theory and rhetoric we can argue that we are responsible for using our universities to educate our students in the importance of free and open thought and questioning.
Unfortunately, the sad fact is that many of our schools and universities such as Brandeis,
Rutgers and Clemson to name several, have fallen prey to educating based on such "mantras" that contradict and undermine the core of their missions. The suppression of thought and intellectual discourse is once again rising throughout higher education. This means that we aren't educating our youth or teachers into critical and honest modes of thought, judgment and communication.
Our society is increasingly one in which our educational programs are becoming Raab, id, concludes his analysis with the urging: "Above all, we must take this debate forward, away from the polarised and untested assertions on either side, and place the work of those who would protect us on a firmer footing. Karl Popper said: "We need to pursue our security in a way that respects our freedoms, limits incursions to genuine cases of national security and does so under a regime that commands the rule of law." of the time we ourselves desire just that which society expects of us. We want to obey the rules.
We want the parts that society has assigned to us." This desire to fit in, not "rock the boat" and make enemies often means that nascent scholars rite about "safe" or non-controversial topics and avoid those that can destroy their careers. In that context "non-controversial" does not mean within the general society but that which conforms to and is accepted by the agendas of those who have career determinative power over the scholar's future within the university. This means it is safer to join a dominant orthodoxy rather than challenge it. After the scholar receives tenure and long-term job security the career track has already been established with career rewards and opportunities associated with the earlier developments. A consequence is that those who should be acting as independent voices fulfilling their responsibility as intellectual leaders are instead followers who are "playing it safe". A tragic result is that as a culture we are devolving in terms of our ability to think, analyze, discuss and recognize the possibility of merit in others' positions even if they do not 
